The 22nd Annual Association for Play Therapy International Conference
Play Therapy: Bringing Harmony to a Child's World in Music City USA!!

Introduction

The mission of the Association for Play Therapy (APT) is to promote the value of play, play therapy, and credentialed play therapists. To satisfy this mission,
APT supports those programs and services that promote the understanding and valuing of play and play therapy; the effective practice of play therapy;
recognition of diversity in play therapy; and, development and maintenance of a strong professional organization to accomplish these objectives.

Conference Goals

The 2005 Conference provides opportunities for US and non-US social workers, counselors, psychologists, marriage & family therapists, and other
mental health professionals to 1) earn continuing education credit for licensure or credentialing purposes, 2) learn more about play therapy research,
theories, and techniques, 3) network with play therapy authors, presenters, peers, APT leadership and staff during post sessions, facilitated dialogues,
and various special events, 4) acquire new play therapy publications, play room toys, and other products from exhibitors, and 5) attend the Annual
Meeting and other business forums. In addition to the things you anticipate at every conference, we have made a few improvements, e.g. Sunday postconference workshops, the levels of difficulty for sectionals are clearly defined as Advanced, General Interest, and Basics, veteran play therapists will
have several opportunities to participate in smaller Advanced Discussion Groups (see blue boxes throughout the program). And, there is a special section
reserved for first-time presenters at an APT conference.

Conference Objectives

Audience

Following conference attendance, participants will:
 Have met some of the continuing education requirements for
licensure and play therapist credentialing.
 Appreciate the variety and diversity in the field of play therapy.
 Be aware of the current research in the field of play therapy.
 Attend information forums, program meetings, and reconnect
with peers.
 Have laughed, played, and shared vital information and ideas with
others who sincerely believe in helping others heal through play.

The APT International Conference is intended for a multi-disciplinary
audience, including professionals in the fields of Social Work,
Counseling, Psychology, Family Therapy, Child Life Therapy,
Psychiatry, Nursing, Education, and Graduate Students in those same
fields. For more information, please visit the APT website at
www.a4pt.org.
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Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify indicators for psychopharmacologic / medication
assessment; 2) list commonly used classes of psychotropic medication
and their side effects; 3) anticipate and monitor changes expected in the
playroom after medication management; and 4) enhance the
collaboration between the play therapist, child psychiatrist, and others
involved in the child’s treatment.

PRE-CONFERENCE––OCTOBER 4-6, 2005
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4
7:00 AM - 8:30 AM REGISTRATION OPEN
8:00 AM - 3:30 PM PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS
Tu-1

Tu-2

Play Therapy Treatment Planning
(A) Sandi Frick-Helms
Overview: This treatment planning format uses steps of: assessment;
"diagnostic situation" formulation; goal setting; intervention planning;
and evaluation. It can be used with most play therapy theoretical
frameworks.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify steps of the scientific method and give examples of
how they are used in play therapy treatment planning; 2) discuss data
gathering techniques and sources for gathering subjective and objective
client data; and 3) discuss how non-directive and directive play therapy
methods can be used in the assessment process.
Foundations of Play Therapy
(B) Teri Krull
Overview: Designed to provide clinicians with general knowledge,
specific to the foundations of play therapy, professional insight and
application of play therapy to children in mental health treatment. Learn
about play therapy history; early professional influences; the
evolutionary history of play and a sampling of play therapy theories
currently recognized in the field.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify the basic elements of attachment, psychology and
play and their relationship to play therapy; 2) identify the evolution of
play therapy and the specific professional contributions throughout the
evolution; and 3) identify theories and professionals in play therapy.

Tu-3

Experiential Family Play Therapy with Adolescents
(GI) Scott Riviere
Overview: This workshop will cover a structured six week family
program that the practitioner can utilize immediately. Participants will
explore the use of experiential activities to engage the adolescent and
family in the healing process. Outdoor adventure-based activities will
be presented with a focus on helping the family gain insight through
exploring the process by which the activities were completed. Special
attention will be given to working with the resistant adolescent.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify benefits of adventure-based counseling with families;
2) identify a primary need of adolescents; 3) list six structured adventurebased activities; 4) identify three methods to engage resistant adolescents.

Tu-4

Play Therapy with the Grieving Child
(GI) Trudy Post Sprunk
Overview: Presenter will review research, assessment techniques,
attitudes toward the grieving child, and the child’s unique responses to
loss. In addition, interpretation of art, sand, and play therapy will be
presented. A wide variety of play therapy techniques and materials will
be demonstrated using video, etc.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) be familiar with adult attitudes and responses to the grieving
child; 2) identify assessment techniques useful with the grieving child;
3) understand how the therapist’s personal experience with loss can
effect the therapy process; and 4) have a knowledge of techniques,
games, plays, books and other materials useful when working with the
grieving child.

7:00 AM - 8:30 AM REGISTRATION OPEN
7:00 AM - 5:00 PM EXHIBITS OPEN
8:00 AM - 3:30 PM PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS
Innovations in Psychopharmacology for the Play Therapist
(B) Kathrin Hartmann and Frank Kirchner
Overview: Today, more children (all age and grade levels) are on
medication and more than ever, play therapists are in need of knowing
about psychotropic medications. A review of the basics and more recent
updates in psychopharmacology for children will be covered. Ongoing
treatment coordination to guide assessment and intervention will be
emphasized.

Partners in the Sand: Adlerian Applications of Sand Tray Play Therapy
(GI) Terry Kottman
Overview: In this fun and exciting experiential workshop, you will learn
ways to apply Adlerian principles to the sand tray play therapy process
with clients of all ages, building therapeutic relationships; exploring
lifestyles; helping them gain insight; and teaching new skills, attitudes,
and behaviors.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) build egalitarian relationships with clients and explore their
lifestyles; 2) help clients gain insight into their lifestyles; 3) teach clients
new skills, behaviors, and attitudes; and 4) work with parents and teachers.

W-3

Speaking the Child’s Language: Integrating Developmental Concepts
into your Play Therapy (A) Dee Ray and Tracy McClung
Overview: Presenters describe an integrated approach to play therapy
utilizing development models to facilitate thorough conceptualizations of
child play behaviors. Participants will learn active techniques to integrate
developmental concepts in play therapy to improve meaningful responses,
conceptualization, theme identification, and parent consultations.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify play behaviors and typical themes according to
developmental levels of children; 2) understand developmental play
behavior of children, including cognitive, worldview, sexual, and
gender development; and 3) increase meaningful responses to children’s
development play behaviors.

W-4

Evidenced-Based Play Therapy Interventions for Children
(GI) Charles Schaefer
Overview: Research studies supporting the effectiveness of play therapy
will be presented. Outcome studies of play interventions that have
proven to be most effective for a wide variety of childhood disorders
(internalizing, externalizing, developmental) will be reviewed.
Empirically-supported prevention studies will be discussed, as well as
the use of scientific evidence to adapt play therapy to the needs of the
client (Prescriptive Approach).
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand the overall effectiveness of play therapy (metaanalytic studies); 2) understand play interventions that have proven to
be most effective for specific childhood disorders; and 3) understand the
need to adapt play therapy to individual cases.

4:30 PM - 6:30 PM PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS
(2 hour) $45 per session

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5

W-1

W-2

3

W-5

Teaming up for Obese Children: Play Therapist, Personal Trainer,
Nutritionist (GI) Jodi Ann Mullen, Rory Weinstein, MaryBeth Knowlton
Overview: Obesity has reached epidemic proportions in children in the
United States. Play therapy is well suited to address the emotional issues
that often accompany obesity. In this presentation a play therapist, a
nutritionist and a personal trainer demonstrate a model of collaboration
for working with obese children.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify the multiple issues of obese children; 2) acquire an
introduction to the roles of wellness professionals; 3) understand and
appreciate of the complexity involved in the process of collaboration;
and 4) have a variety of activities to use in educating wellness
professionals about play therapy.

W-6

Practical Play Therapy Techniques for Sexually Traumatized
Children (GI) Janine Shelby
Overview: This seminar will provide dozens of practical,
research-based, intervention techniques for sexually traumatized youth
and their parents. The cultural, physiological, legal, and medical aspects
of this form of trauma to be discussed.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand the cultural, legal, and medical aspects of sexual
trauma; 2) improve diagnostic accuracy of PTSD, ASD, and other
trauma-related diagnoses; 3) identify techniques to respond to sexually
traumatized children and adolescents; 4) develop treatment plans in
which symptoms are matched to the treatment modality and discuss /
explore therapists’ vulnerability to compassion fatigue.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6

4:30 PM - 6:30 PM PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS
(2 hour) $45 fee per workshop

7:00 AM - 8:30 AM REGISTRATION OPEN
7:00 AM - 8:00 PM EXHIBITS OPEN
8:00 AM - 3:30 PM PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS

Th-5

Play-Based Early Intervention for Behaviorally At-Risk Pre-K and
Kindergarten Students (GI) Barry Chaloner
Overview: Based on attachment, brain, and play research this session
offers Pre-K-K teachers, and professionals who serve them a
developmental rationale and set of research-based interventions that
integrate play therapy/play-based applications with other developmentally appropriate practices to address significant behavior problems
in these settings.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand, based on recent outcome, brain, and attachment
research, the developmental rationale for early intervention using play;
2) understand the key differences in applying play therapy in school
playrooms versus newer play-based classroom applications; 3) identify
how counselors and professionals serve more children, more effectively.

Th-6

Play’s The Thing: Diversity and Universality of Play Across Cultures
(B) Athena Drewes
Overview: This is a foundations workshop geared toward educating
participants on how play is a vital piece of all cultures, and play’s significant impact on child development and family functioning across cultures.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand the universality and diversity of play across
cultures; 2) identify the benefits of play to the cognitive, emotional and
social development of children; 3) identify the differences in how play is
viewed and utilized in parent-child interactions within AfricanAmerican, Asian-American, Hispanic-American and Native American
families; 4) understand the importance of a play therapist asking multicultural families about their view of play prior to play therapy treatment.

Th-7

From Hurt to Healing: Play Therapy Techniques for Sexually Abused Children
(GI) Sueann Kenney-Noziska
Overview: This seminar will explore how play therapy is utilized with
sexually abused children and adolescents. Lecture, case examples, and
hands-on experiential activities will be utilized to provide participants
with several play therapy techniques which can be incorporated into
clinical practice.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) develop a framework for assessing sexually abused children
and adolescents; 2) develop a growing repertoire of play therapy
techniques which address issues related to sexual abuse; 3) obtain
hands-on experience with various play therapy techniques which can
be immediately incorporated into clinical practice with victims of
sexual abuse.

Th-8

Ethics for Play Therapists
(B) John Seymour and Jeff Ashby
Overview: Major ethical principles of play therapy and an ethical
decision-making model will be presented. Participants will use the
model to apply the principles to play therapy examples from workshop
attendees and a recent APT online survey.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) become aware of major ethical principles and how these
principles apply to play therapy practice; 2) have a personal decisionmaking model for applying ethical principles to specific play therapy
situations; 3) learn how to effectively use written sources and
supervision to maintain an ethical play therapy practice.

Th-1

Th-2

Th-3

Th-4

Playing with Possibility: An Introduction to Sandtray-Worldplay
(GI) Gisela Schubach DeDomenico and S. Auguste Elliott
Overview: This workshop offers is an opportunity to be introduced to
Sandtray-Worldplay by the originator of the method. Didactic
presentation and experiential exercises provide the play therapist with a
basic understanding of the theory, potential, and experience of SandtrayWorldplay in the therapeutic context.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand of the history of the use of sandtray/sandplay in
therapeutic settings; 2) know what is required in creating a SandtrayWorldplay room; 3) have a basic understanding of the role of the
witness/facilitator during the phases of the Sandtray-Worldplay session;
and 4) recognize indicators and contraindicators of Sandplay-Worldplay
in a range of clinical applications.
Playing Together: A School-Based Prevention Project in an African
American Community
(GI) Kay Draper, JoAnna White, Christine Siegel, Caroline Mashburn
Solis and Natalya Ann Edwards
Overview: This Rockefeller Brothers-funded project was designed to
build the competencies of, and strengthen relationships between,
preschoolers, parents and teachers. The intervention utilizes both Filial
therapy and Kinder training models. How-to aspects and research results
will be presented.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify advanced applications of Filial Therapy and Kinder
Training; 2) understand the step-by-step implementation of “Preschoolers,
Parents and Teachers: Building Competencies, Strengthening
Relationships”; 3) understand results of quantitative and qualitative
research studies associated with this project.
Play Therapy Solutions for Anger Management
(GI) Diane Frey
Overview: Children’s problems with anger represent one of the most
common referrals for therapists. Anger is the most misunderstood and
mismanaged of all feelings. This workshop will help attendees to
develop anger management treatment plans using play therapy.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) learn several theories of anger disorder development; 2) learn
at least three important reasons for using play therapy for anger
management; 3) learn how to use play therapy to develop a therapeutic
alliance with angry clients; and 4) learn at least 15 play therapy
techniques to use for anger management.
Building Relationships: Ecosystemic Play Therapy in Birth-to-Five Mental
Health (A) Beth Limberg
Overview: For any play therapist who works with infants, toddlers, and
preschoolers, this workshop is a must! Play therapists will learn to
conceptualize treatment from an Ecosystemic perspective and will have
an opportunity to try out techniques that work!
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) integrate principles of Ecosystemic Play Therapy with the key
components of Infant-Preschool mental health; 2) identify domains of
clinical assessment that lead to diagnosis and guide treatment planning;
and 3) strengthen play therapy skills necessary for working with infants,
toddlers, and preschoolers.

6:30 PM - 8:00 PM OPENING RECEPTION AND EXHIBITOR APPRECIATION
Spend the evening with exhibitors and friends as we kick off the annual
conference.

NASHVILLE PLAYROOM RIBBON-CUTTING!
10:00 am, Thursday, October 6, 2005
APT members have contributed, the toys and games have been shipped, the therapeutic playroom has been painted, and now it’s time to cut the ribbon! You are
invited to join the APT and Foundation Boards of Directors and Promotions Committee at the Nashville Child Advocacy Center, 1200 Foster Ave., Nashville ,TN, as we
join community dignitaries and the news media to celebrate our 2005 community service project results!
Note: The intent of this event is to publicly promote the value of play, play therapy, and credentialed play therapists and help a local organization better serve children. If a national corporate
sponsor can be recruited, this activity may become the pilot project for Partnership PlayroomSM and thereafter furnish additional therapeutic playrooms in need.
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The Family Psychodrama is a symbolic play, long term psychotherapy for
the child within his family, a form of family play therapy where children
attribute to family members roles in improvised storytelling.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand child evaluation & psychotherapy in a family
setting; 2) understand the focus on family self representations and the
the child’s way of thinking, relating, and playing; 3) identify and
acknowledge temperament traits in family and conflictual situations in
the child’s scenario.

CONFERENCE––OCTOBER 7-9, 2005
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7
7:00 AM - 10:00 AM REGISTRATION OPEN
7:00 AM - 6:30 PM EXHIBITS OPEN
8:00 AM - 10:00 AM SESSION 1: SECTIONALS F-1 TO F-8
F-1

Basics of Filial Therapy: Parents as Partners in Child-Centered Play Therapy
(GI) Hilda Glazer and Louise Guerney
Overview: This workshop covers basic principles and practices of Filial
Therapy; appropriate usage, parent and child eligibility criteria and
clinical and empirical evidence of its success. Teaching and supporting
parents throughout the process will be stressed. Case presentations;
some with video.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) explain the rationale for using parents as primary change
agents; 2) list variations on the original model; 3) describe methods for
training, supervising and supporting parents.

F-2

Out of the Blue: Using Play Therapy to Address Mood Disorders Across
the Lifespan (GI) Sarah Hamil
Overview: The play therapy process provides an exceptional way of
coping with Major Depression, Bipolar Disorder or the other Mood
Disorders. Incorporating play and art directives to address the
symptoms of Mood Disorders is effective in helping clients improve
functioning while building creative coping strategies.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand the rationale for using play therapy with Mood
Disordered Clients; 2) understand clinical features of Mood Disorders;
3) understand the developmental expressions of Mood Disorder
symptoms across the lifespan.

F-3

F-4

F-5

F-6

Sandplay and the Angry Child: Safe Expression/Resolution of Aggressive
Feelings/Behaviors (GI) Linda Hunter and Sarah O’Brien
Overview: This workshop covers how to use sand tray and miniature
figures to facilitate working through aggressive events/feelings without
harm or excessive limit-setting. The child experiences control over
intense emotions and the ability touse anger in positive ways.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand how to create a free and protected child-centered
environment for the safe expression of angry feelings and experiences;
2) identify and facilitate the elements and stages of internal struggle and
external conflict as expressed in a sand tray process; 3) appropriately
and confidently handle angry client behaviors related to their sandplay.

The Effectiveness of Theraplay on Young Children Suffering Receptive
Language Disorders (GI) Ulrike Franke and Herbert Wettig
Overview: Little research has been carried out about the effectiveness of
play therapy on receptive language disorders. Results of two studies
show the effectiveness of Theraplay® with toddlers and preschool
children reducing significantly both social behavior disorders and
receptive language disorders.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify the connection between the reduction of social
interaction disorders and the improvement of receptive language
abilities; 2) understand that a clinically and statistically significant
change of social interaction disorders is possible; 3) identify which kind
of social interaction impairments may be changed to more social
competence by treatment.

F-8

Get Creative! Using Games and Activities to Reach Therapeutic Goals
(GI) Marcie Yeager
Overview: Therapeutic games and activities are tools that can add an
“element of fun” to your work with clients of all ages. In this workshop,
you will learn how to formulate a plan and how to creatively adapt
materials to meet the needs of your client population. You will take
home materials and ideas for creating your own games and activities.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand the importance of linking activities to a specific
goal and treatment plan; 2) learn a formula for getting maximum
therapeutic value out of games and activities; 3) have hands-on practice
in adapting materials to specific needs.

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM WELCOME AND OPENING ANNOUNCEMENTS
Geri Glover, Chair, Program Committee
Annual Meeting
Bill Burns, Executive Director and Lisa Saldaña, President
In accordance with its corporate bylaws, the Association for Play Therapy (APT) must
conduct an Annual Meeting during its annual conference. Everyone is invited to
attend this forum, the primary purpose of which is to report recent and impending
program progress that satisfy the APT mission and add value to members. The 200405 annual finance report produced by Berry & Homen CPAs is displayed at
www.a4pt.org, and in the September newsletter.

Dynamic Dimensions of the Play Therapy Relationship
(GI) Garry Landreth, Sue Bratton and Dee Ray
Overview: The play therapy process is critically affected by the play
therapist’s understanding of a response to significant issues related to
the therapist, the child, the relationship, and therapeutic structuring.
These issues will be explored in a position statement by each presenter
followed by responses to questions participants have always wanted to
ask about play therapy and the process.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify four critical issues in the play therapy process;
2) identify two personal issues they need to work on; 3) identify two
relationship issues they need to work on.

1:30 PM - 3:30 PM

Culturally Competent Play Therapy with the Mexican Child and Family–
A Narrative Approach (B) Roberto Robles
Overview This interactive workshop will discuss how to use traditional
Mexican games by using narrative therapy principals. It will also
introduce the #1 bilingual and bicultural child therapy game, “Historia
de Loteria-Lotto Story©”, to use with Spanish-speaking children.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) engage the Spanish-speaking Mexican child and family in
play therapy by using a Narrative Therapy approach; 2) identify ways to
treat the Mexican child and family by using culturally appropriate
games; 3) learn the different ways to use La Loteria, other games and
“Historia de Loteria-Lotto Story©”, in a therapeutic manner.
Symbolic Family Evaluation and Therapy: Family Totem and
Family Psychodrama (A) Raymond Traube
Overview: The Family Totem uses projective symbolic play in family
consultations. Child, parents and siblings are asked to attribute to
everyone representations of animals according to their temperament.

F-7
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SESSION II: SECTIONALS F-9 TO F-16

F-9

Effects of School-Based Culturally-Responsive Play Therapy on At-Risk
Hispanic Children (GI) Sue Bratton and Yvonne Garza
Overview: This presentation will focus on preliminary outcome research
findings from a public school/university collaborative project
investigating the effects of culturally-responsive play therapy and playbased interventions, compared to curriculum-based small group
counseling, with over 250 at-risk primary school-age Hispanic children.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) discuss the significance and effect size of preliminary research
findings; 2) discuss challenges in conducting research of this magnitude
and recommendations for future research; 3) discuss three cultural
considerations when providing play therapy to Hispanic children.

F-10

Experiential Play Therapy Interventions for the Treatment of Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder (GI) Cindy Gibbs Lee and Larry Krause
Overview: PTSD theory and the impact of trauma on human
development provides the foundation for using experiential techniques
as effective treatment of PTSD. Techniques will be taught including clay,
art, and sand tray as they apply to PTSD in latency through adulthood.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) describe the theory and benefits of utilizing experiential and
play therapy techniques in the treatment of PTSD with latency-age
children, adolescents and adults; 2) identify the impact of trauma on the
developmental life cycle; 3) implement effective experiential and play
therapy techniques in the treatment of PTSD.

F-11

F-12

F-13

healing from PTSD and trauma. Use of narrative for clinician insights
will also be explored.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify narrative techniques for clinical work with individuals
and group process; 2) understand how to work with fairy tales and
children’s stories for personal insight.

12 Culturally Conscious Adolescent Play Therapy Interventions
(GI) Melissa Luke and Jodi Ann Mullen
Overview: As all adults were once teenagers, adolescents may be
disregarded as a cross-cultural construct. Conceptualizing adolescence
through a multi-cultural perspective assists in understanding and
connecting with teens. Presenters will offer twelve play therapy
interventions to expand practitioners’ clinical repertoire.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be able
to: 1) view adolescence through a multi-cultural lens; 2) identify theorized
developmental tasks of adolescence as they relate to potential clinical
presentation; 3) experientially engage in a play therapy intervention;
4) learn additional ways in which to engage adolescents in the future.
What To Do With These Puppets Now That I Bought Them
(GI) Judy Spinney
Overview: This workshop will provide effective techniques for the
therapist working with sexually abused children. Using the dynamics of
sexual abuse from the research of David Finklehor and Roland Summit,
the workshop will introduce puppet scripts as well as other techniques
to use to address these issues.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify at least three issues that are identified by Finklehor
and Summit; 2) extract three problematic behaviors of children who
have been sexually abused; 3) identify at least three script ideas that
address the behaviors; 4) identify three puppetry techniques to use to
maintain attention and interest.
Supervision: The Person of the Play Therapist (Advanced Discussion Group)
Daniel Sweeney, Garry Landreth and Linda Homeyer
Overview: Play therapists should regularly be involved in a process of
self-exploration that will facilitate insight and self-understanding, thus
minimizing dimensions that will inhibit the therapeutic process and
delivery of client services. The role of supervision, personal counseling,
and expressive arts for increasing self-understanding, thus enhancing
client services will be explored.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand the dimension of self as therapist in the play therapy
process; 2) understand the importance of self-exploration and
self-understanding as key elements in the practice of play therapy;
3) describe specific ways to engage in supervision, personal counseling
and creative arts to enhance and deliver quality services to clients.

F-15a

F-16a

Attachment and Trauma in Young Children: Play Therapy Theory and
Techniques (GI) Helen Benedict
Overview: This workshop will present research-supported and
attachment theory-based play therapy techniques for attachmentdisordered and interpersonally-traumatized young children. Trauma
(Perry) and attachment play therapy techniques will be integrated with
approaches for caregivers and illustrated through detailed cases using
videotapes.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand and describe several distinct clinical presentations
of children who have experienced attachment and/or interpersonal trauma;
2) understand the basic three-phase model of play therapy presented
and how it is applied in practice; 3) describe specific play therapy goals
and techniques for each of several clinical presentations and be able to
apply to participant cases.
The Play Therapist Defendant: Surviving a Lawsuit
(GI) Carol Brennan
Overview: A dynamic presentation intended to familiarize participants
with the process, progression and resolution of a civil lawsuit. Related
trends, play therapy accountability, relevant legal terminology, as well
as suggestions for practicing “smarter” will be included within the
framework of the presenter’s personal experience as a “defendant”.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) increase their awareness of several legal terms related to a
malpractice lawsuit; 2) identify the importance for play therapists to
practice accountably and responsibly; 3) explore their own fears about
being involved in malpractice litigation; 4) explore ways to practice
from a more informed position.
Fairy Tales and Narrative Techniques in Play Therapy
(GI) Dee Preston-Dillon
Overview: Theory and demonstration of narrative and interpretive
techniques for counseling children and adolescents. Applicable for
problems with self-esteem, identity, grief, setting safe boundaries, and

Infant Mental Health: Play Therapy with High Risk Children in Childcare
Settings (B) Jane Robinson and Roxanne Grobbel
Overview: Experiential workshop with videos, introduces play
therapists to a comprehensive model of creating positive child-centered
preschool environments; including filial and kinder therapy training for
teachers, parents and other professionals, onsite-site group play therapy
for high risk children, and program evaluation.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) use play therapy techniques as applied to special needs
young children in a group setting; 2) have working knowledge of
“transdiscipline” and the impact play therapy techniques have on other
professionals working with the young child; 3) plan workshops for
preschool teachers and others working with the young child.

F-18a

Countertransference Play: Informing and Enhancing Therapist SelfAwareness Through Play (GI) Lawrence Rubin and Eliana Gil
Overview: Effective play therapy requires monitoring and addressing
therapist personal reactions to the client. This countertransference can
interfere with and undermine treatment. Countertransference Play (CT
Play), utilizes play media in order to address and resolve these countertherapeutic reactions.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand countertransference and its manifestations;
2) understand the technique of Countertransference Play; 3) practice the
use of CT Play; 4) apply this technique to their own therapeutic work as
well as with their supervisees.

4:15 PM - 6:15 PM

Note: F-13 is an advanced discussion group for RPT and RPT-S only. Limited to
25 participants.

F-14a

F-17a
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SESSION III: SECTIONALS F-14B TO F-23

F-14b

Attachment and Trauma in Young Children: Play Therapy Theory and
Techniques (GI) Benedict
(Part 2) If you registered for F-14a, you must also register for F-14b.

F-15b

The Play Therapist Defendant: Surviving a Lawsuit (GI) Brennan
(Part 2) If you registered for F-15a you must also register for F-15b.

F-16b

Fairy Tales and Narrative Techniques in Play Therapy (GI) Preston-Dillon
(Part 2) If you registered for F-16a, you must also register for F-16b.

F-17b

Infant Mental Health: Play Therapy with High Risk Children in Childcare
Settings (B) Robinson and Grobbel
(Part 2) If you registered for F-17a, you must also register for F-17b.

F-18b

Countertransference Play: Informing and Enhancing Therapist SelfAwareness Through Play (GI) Rubin and Gil
(Part 2) If you registered for F-18a, you must also register for F-18b.

F-19

Supervision of Play Therapists
(GI) Teresa Glatthorn
Overview: This workshop presents a developmental model of
supervision empowering participants to impart skills and knowledge
without dictating a preferred approach and conceptualization.
Participants will also learn ways to help supervisees identify dynamics
and issues using client, supervisee and supervisor metaphors.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) state three models of supervision; 2) identify the key roles of
a supervisor in play therapy supervision; 3) identify supervisee’s model
of case conceptualization in order to provide suggestions in a manner
that is compatible with supervisee’s individual approaches.

F-20

Release Play Therapy: Revised and Updated
(A) Jane Johnson
Overview: Release techniques designed by Levy (1939) help the child to
recreate traumatic and stressful life events and release the associated
feelings. Updated techniques and applications for assessment, brief
interventions, and integration with other theoretical approaches will be
presented.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) become familiar with the original theory, concepts and
techniques of release play therapy; 2) understand when and how release
play therapy can be integrated into either a short-term, directive, or longterm non-directive play therapy treatment plan; 3) become familiar with
current applications of release play therapy used by other professionals.

F-21

Children and Grief: A Developmental Perspective
(GI) Ann Buck
Overview: This presentation will describe the need for grief services,
symptoms of normal grief, the factors which make each grief experience
unique, the tasks of grieving children, and case examples of working
with grieving children using play therapy and sand tray therapy.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify attitudes which are helpful and which may be a
hindrance when working with grieving children and adolescents;
2) identify the four major tasks children and adolescents need to
accomplish their grief work; 3) understand the factors which make each
grief experience unique; 4) understand challenges presented in the grief
work of children and adolescents

S-2

F-22

Child-Centered Play Therapy with Attachment-Disrupted Children
(GI) Misty Solt and Yumiko Ogawa
Overview: This presentation will address child-centered principles and
provide a general overview of attachment related concepts. Upon
viewing the specific cases, participants will observe the power and
effectiveness of child-centered play therapy in facilitating a healthy
attachment for attachment-disrupted children.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) have a basic understanding of Reactive Attachment Disorder;
2) identify play behaviors unique to attachment-disrupted children;
3) identify the process of child-centered play therapy with attachmentdisrupted children; 4) involve the caretaker as a theoretical agent in the
play therapy process.

S-3

F-23

Excellence in Training: Sharing Exemplary Practices in the Education
and Supervision of Play Therapists (Advanced Discussion Group)
Anne Stewart, Helen Benedict, Sue Bratton, Athena Drewes, and
Louise Guerney
Overview: Play Therapist trainers and supervisors devise creative
activities and design innovative programs to train play therapists. This
session provides an opportunity for trainers to share exemplary training
tools and productive strategies that has been shown to be effective in
promoting the skills of therapists to provide high quality services to
clients. Participants are invited to bring and exchange structured
activities, syllabi, or descriptions of resources.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify innovative training tools, ranging form structured
activities to course syllabi; 2) implement new practices in training and
supervision of play therapists; 3) build collaborative relationships with
other supervisors and trainers of play therapists to share ideas that result
in enhanced practice skills of play therapy.

S-4

Wilderness Grief Journey: Activities for Helping Teens Cope with Grief
(A) Sharon Rugg
Overview: This presentation will focus on the special needs of grieving
teens and tasks which must be accomplished during their grief
journey. Games, music, arts and crafts, and other hands-on activities
will be shared for working with teens, individually and in groups.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand the unique ways in which adolescents grieve;
2) understand the tasks of teenage grief; 3) gain ideas for helping
grieving teens; 4) understand how to use games, art, music, movies and
other activities in grief work with adolescents.

S-5

30 Ways to Become a Better Play Therapist
(GI) Charles Schaefer, Louise Guerney and Garry Landreth
Overview: The purpose of this sectional is to offer play therapists a
number of practical suggestions for improving their practice of play
therapy. The advice is based upon the extensive clinical experience of
the presenters. Collectively, they have over 100 years of experience in
helping clients through the therapeutic powers of play.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify a variety of specific strategies for improving their
practice of play therapy; 2) understand the need to continually upgrade
their clinical skills no matter how much experience they have in the
field; 3) identify strategies across theoretical orientations.

S-6

Play Therapists Go To Sri Lanka: Lessons, Challenges, and Bittersweet
Memories (GI) Janine Shelby, David Bond, Erica Felix
Overview: An APT team responded to the Foundation's call to provide
play interventions to Sri Lankan Tsunami survivors. In this presentation,
the intervention protocol will be discussed, team members will share
their experiences, and attendees will receive guidance regarding how to
prepare for future volunteer opportunities.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify helpful and unhelpful post-disaster actions for play
therapists; 2) expand clinical repertoires for play therapists' by reviewing
the Psychological First Aid protocol interventions used in the relief
mission; 3) identify interventions that can be altered to fit cultural,
geographical, and trauma-based needs by providing examples.

S-7

Play Therapy in the Courtroom–Ethical and Legal Issues
(GI) Marilyn Snow and Ruth Ouzts Cash
Overview: This workshop will examine the issues of testimony
concerning the meaning of play themes and disclosures and issues of
the use of videotaped play therapy sessions as courtroom testimony.
Legal issues involved in court cases will be examined.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify the use of video play therapy sessions in court
testimony and the conceptualization of cases; 2) understand the role of
the play therapist in court testimony and the processes of explaining
play therapy to a courtroom; 3) understand the ethical and legal
obligations of the therapist/client in the courtroom and the laws that
influence the testimony of therapists.

Note: F-23 is an advanced discussion group for RPT and RPT-S only. Limited to
25 participants.

7:00 PM - 10:15 PM AN EVENING AT THE GRAND OLE OPRY
(see back cover for details)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8
7:00 AM - 10:30 AM REGISTRATION OPEN
7:00 AM - 4:00 PM EXHIBITS OPEN
8:00 AM - 9:30 AM KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Dr. Charles V. Petty
Founder and President of Family Success Unlimited
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM SESSION I V: SECTIONALS S-1 TO S-8
S-1

Effects of Play Therapy on Academics, Development, and Mental Health
of Homeless Children
(GI) Jennifer Baggerly, Williams Jenkins, and Athena Drewes
Overview: Children who are homeless frequently have academic,
developmental, and mental health problems. This session will provide
research results demonstrating the effects of play therapy on academics,
development, and mental health, i.e., depression and anxiety of
children who are homeless.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) discuss the academic, developmental, and mental health
problems common to children who are homeless; 2) describe the
research design used to determine the effects of play therapy on
academics, development, and mental health of children who are
homeless; 3) explain the research results of this study.
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Play Therapists’ Resilience: Identification of Professional Resources
(GI) Heather Helm, Robyn Trippany, and Sandy Magnuson
Overview: Though play therapy involves playful activity, children often
represent traumatic experiences through play. Witnessing traumatic
material can result in vicarious trauma and burnout, thus resulting in
diminished services to clients. This workshop will address these
symptoms, resiliency theory, and the role of supervision as related to
play therapists.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) explain burnout, compassion fatigue, vicarious trauma, and
their implications for play therapists and the clients; 2) consider research
related to resiliency in the context of play therapy; 3) identify personal
resources to address these conditions and maintain quality services.
Choosing Toys for the Playroom: It’s Not All Fun and Games
(B) Kevin O’Connor
Overview: So many toys, so little money and so little space. How’s a
therapist to decide what should or shouldn’t be in the playroom?
Theoretical, developmental, cultural, gender and pragmatic variables
can all be used to inform toy/material selection.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) list major toy and play material categories needed in all
playrooms; 2) match toys and materials to essential elements of the
main play therapy models; 3) list 3 toys suitable for children at each of 5
different developmental levels.

S-8

Shifting the Focus: Conceptualizing the Adult Attachment Role in Treating
Children (A) Lorri Yasenik and Ken Gardner
Overview: This workshop uses attachment theory to examine the
question, “How might patterns in the parents’ early attachment
experience be linked to patterns in their child’s attachment behavior?”
A case conceptualization framework, a three-phase approach to
treatment utilizing play-based activities, and a Parent-Child Attachment
Interview will be presented.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) expand practical approaches for play-based attachment
intervention; 2) practice case conceptuatlization and integration of
theoretical perspectives; 3) increase participant understanding and
awareness of attachment patterns through the life cycle.

S-13

Developing a Successful Play Therapy Practice
(GI) Dan Kirkland
Overview: Once the supervision and credentialing are complete and
the shingle is on the wall, the work begins. How do you develop this
business successfully? What are the important tools of marketing,
customer service, contracting, and parent interaction? This seminar
looks at the tools you need in business to successfully develop the
practice you wish to provide to children and their parents.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify a business philosophy that will drive your purpose
and your passion; 2) identify a business plan that drives the direction of
your business and keeps you focused; 3) identify a business theme which
allows the public to understand who you are and what your are about.
Note: S-13 is not approved for any type of CE, including play therapy credit.

12:15 PM - 1:00 PM

INFORMATIONAL PRESENTATIONS (no credit)

(NC-1)

How to Publish in the International Journal of Play Therapy
Dee Ray, editor of the IJPT discusses strategies for becoming published
in this and other journals.

(NC-2)

Becoming an RPT or RPT-S: Answers to Common Questions
Larry Rubin and Linda Homeyer answer everything you ever wanted to
know about the registration process.

(NC-3)

2005 Student Research Award Recipient–Research Presentation

1:30 PM - 2:30 PM
SESSION V: SECTIONALS S-9 TO S-18
New Presenters Section: This session highlights presenters new to APT,
come and support our new stars.

S-14

Finding Sunshine after the Storm: Play and Expressive Themes for
Healing From Sexual Abuse (GI) Sharon McGee and C. Curtis Holmes
Overview: This workshop is designed to facilitate healing from the
trauma of sexual abuse using play and expressive therapy techniques.
Particular attention is paid to treatment issues important to address
during successful sexual abuse/trauma therapy.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) be familiar with general treatment goals important to address
when treating children who have been traumatized by sexual abuse; 2)
identify numerous play and expressive therapy techniques for use during
the treatment of sexually abused children.

S-15

What About Me? Using Play Therapy with Children Who Have
Disabilities (GI) Gerra Perkins and Kristy Brumfield
Overview: This interactive, multimedia presentation offers research
findings which emphasize the efficacy of utilizing play therapy with
children who have disabilities. Specific recommendations and techniques
for addressing these children’s needs will be addressed, as well as the
challenges inherent in counseling this population.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify the counseling needs of children with disabilities;
2) identify the skills necessary to modify basic play therapy techniques
to fit these children’s needs; 3) develop additional play therapy
techniques which can be used in their own practice.

S-9

Play Therapy with Sensory Integration Disordered Children
(GI) Brenda Bierdeman
Overview: This workshop will explore Disorders of Sensory Integration
(DSI), its symptoms, diagnosis, and impact on a child’s life. Participants
will learn how to modify their treatment environment and therapeutic
strategies to meet the special needs of children with sensory problems.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify children with disorders of sensory integration;
2) more accurately interpret behavioral symptoms in light of sensory issues;
3) modify the treatment environment to accommodate children with DSI.

S-10

Critically Evaluating Art and Play Therapy Assessments
(GI) Stephanie Brooke
Overview: This presentation will cover the important aspects required
for evaluating assessments, specifically, the validity and reliability of art
and play based-assessments. Current research using these assessments
will be presented. Courses in assessment and testing are recommended
as pre-requisite training.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) present an overview of the most widely used play and art
therapy assessments; 2) stress the importance of understanding assessment strengths and weaknesses for court proceedings, diagnosis, and
treatment; 3) critically examine the research associated with art and
play-based assessments.

S-16

Head for the Harbor: Filial Therapy with Military Families
(GI) Robyn Rennie
Overview: Military families are in need of clinical services to facilitate
children, parents, and guardians’ adjustment to extended deployments.
The Landreth (1991) Filial Therapy Model has been useful in training
parents and guardians to serve as therapeutic agents before and after
deployment.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) describe the unique stress/trauma risk factors for children
who have one or both parents deployed; 2) identify multiple issues to
consider when attempting to access military families to provide clinical
services; 3) explore the many ways filial therapy may impact the
parent/child relationship in military families.

S-11

Developmental Play Therapy: Theory, Practice and Research
(B) Janet Courtney
Overview: Participants will be introduced to Developmental Play Therapy
and will learn its underlying theory and practice methods. An overview
of the research that has been conducted in Developmental Play Therapy
will be reviewed with implications for further research. This workshop
will include didactic as well as experiential exercises.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) state the three underlying theories of DPT; 2) demonstrate
three different DPT games and the intentions for the games; 3) name at
least three basic tenants of DPT.

S-17

S-12

Fawns in Gorilla Suits: Practical Child and Play Therapy Techniques with
Aggressive Children (A) David Crenshaw
Overview: Techniques used with severely aggressive and sometimes
violent children in both residential treatment centers and outpatient
psychotherapy will be presented. The techniques are suitable for
severely disturbed, abused and traumatized 5 to 12 year old children.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) describe and understand the Play Therapy Decision Grid;
2) articulate at least two specific intervention techniques within
Intervention Group 1: Strategies to Highlight Strengths, Model and
Support Defenses; 3) describe two specific intervention techniques
within Intervention Group II: Teaching the Language of Feelings.

Veiled Wounds: Working with Children Experiencing Domestic Violence
(GI) Amy Runningen, Emily Brown Murphrey and Valerie Hearst
Overview: Children impacted by domestic violence present distinct
challenges to clincians. Participants will learn to identify needs of
children impacted by domestic violence, to understand domestic
violence dynamics, and to utilize play therapy techniques with this
population in group settings.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) articulate a general understanding of domestic violence
dynamics; 2) list 5 ways that children are impacted by exposure to
domestic violence; 3) identify safety considerations specific to clinical
work with children and families experiencing domestic violence.

S-18

Play Therapy with Cognitively Gifted, Socially Challenged Children
(GI) Jessica Stone
Overview: This workshop is designed to provide an overview of
intellectual giftedness in children, some potential issues that often arise
within this population, and how to utilize play therapy with this
population.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) increase their knowledge of giftedness; 2) increase their
knowledge of socially impaired children, specifically cognitively gifted
children; 3) increase their knowledge of numerous difficulties treating
these children therapeutically.
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PRESENTATION PROPOSAL FORM
APT prefers on-line submissions of this proposal. See www.a4pt.org for details.
Proposals must be received no later than December 1, 2005
PRESENTATION INFORMATION:
Title (max. of 80 characters):_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Category (check one only): _______ Foundations/Basic _______ General Interest _______ Advanced
Pre-requisite Training Needed by Audience:______________________________________________________________________________
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 TX Planning
 Family PT/Filial
 Diversity
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 PT Research
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 Attachment
 Trauma (trauma, abuse, sexual abuse)
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1._______________________________________2._______________________________________3._______________________________________

Identify theoretical/philosophical basis for this presentation:________________________________________________________________
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(1) Overview: A 40 word description. (2) Abstract: A 250 words max summary and theoretical framework.
(3) Learning Objectives: 4 maximum. (4) Audio Visual Requested (5) Needs Assessment: How did you determine the need for this
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Number of Years play therapy practice:________________ Number of PT hours and/or PT Supervision hours weekly:________________
Have you previously presented for APT?______________________What Year(s)?_______________
Have you previously presented at an APT Branch Conference? ____________List Branch/ Year(s)?_______________
Have you previously attended an APT Conference? ____________What Year(s)?_______________
PRESENTER CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEES:
Pre-Conference Presenters: Conference fee is waived
Half- day (4 hour) Presenters: Conference fee is $100

One and Two-hour Presenters: Conference fee is $200
All Co-Presenters: Full Conference fee

HANDOUTS & AUDIOTAPE RELEASE:
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The APT________ MAY________ MAY NOT, include my handouts with each registration packet.
With presenter consent, audiotapes of all presentations may be made and sold by the APT. The APT does not pay royalties to presenters.
The APT________ MAY________ MAY NOT, make audiotapes of my presentation for sale.
Signature__________________________________________________________________________________Date ___________________________________
FOR THIS PROPOSAL TO BE CONSIDERED YOU MUST SIGN BELOW:
Upon acceptance of this proposal by APT, this proposal becomes a binding contract between APT and me and I agree to present at the APT International Conference or provide a
replacement presenter that is satisfactory to the Conference Committee, at no cost to APT. I must inform APT if I am unable to present and who my replacement presenter is at least
forty-eight (48) hours prior to the commencement of the APT International Conference. My failure to present, or provide a satisfactory replacement for the presentation, at the APT
International Conference is a material breach of this contract, except if such failure is due to the event of personal emergency and I provide written documentation thereof to APT
within five (5) days of such failure. I represent and warrant that the content of the materials that I provide to APT to be included in the materials provided to attendees of the APT
International Conference and others are my original work and owned by me and, if not owned by me, I have received all necessary authorizations from the owner(s) of such material to
use such material for this specific purpose. Neither APT, the Conference Committee nor any continuing education sponsor is or shall be responsible or liable for, and I hereby agree to
indemnify and hold harmless each of them from and against any losses (including attorneys' fees) incurred as a result of or arising out of the use of, the materials I provide or the
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to continuing education activities.

Signature__________________________________________________________________________________Date ___________________________________
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Phone (559) 252-2278

S-24

Play Therapy with Children Affected by Loss and Trauma
Due to HIV Within the Family (A) Nancy Riedel Bowers
Overview: This workshop focuses on the stages of loss for children of
HIV infected family members, the traumatic responses that can ensue
due to multiple losses in the family and community and the application
of the prescriptive play therapy method to facilitate the child’s healing.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) be aware of trauma, loss and how they intersect in the lives of
children of HIV family and community situations; 2) develop an
overview of a case presentation of a child of the HIV family
environment and the different options available to facilitate the needs of
the child.

The Playfulness of Storytelling: The Dance of Archetypes and
Neurons
(GI) Myra Lawrence, Kristin Condon and Emily Nicholson
Overview: Storytelling for children can be playful, imaginative, and life
altering. In this workshop we will explore storytelling as a way to reenchant life, to reorganize internal experiences, and to resolve issues
that bring children to play therapy.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) recognize the intrapersonal, and physiological changes
facilitated by storytelling techniques in play therapy; 2) identify effective
interventions utilizing interactive card sets and storytelling exercises for
children, adolescents, and families to help clients resolve problems and
transform defensive postures into strengths.

S-25

S-20

Culturally Sensitive Play Therapy
(B) Karla Carmichael
Overview: America has a diverse population requiring sensitivity to
cultures to insure that minorities have adequate mental health
treatment. This presentation focuses on cultural knowledge specifically
needed by therapists and activities that can be used therapeutically to
empower minority clients.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) know how cultures differ and the types of information
needed about these differences in order to provide effective treatment
plans; 2) learn guidelines for selection of material and models for
therapeutic intervention; 3) review current research and thinking in the
field of play therapy and developmental play across cultures to assist
them in formulating realistic expectations.

Parent-Child Interaction Therapy: Training for Professionals
Who Work with At-Risk Families
(GI) Jean McGrath, Anthony Urquiza and Nancy Zebell
Overview: Parent-Child Interaction Therapy is an intervention to assist
parents and caregivers with behavioral problems in young children. This
seminar will describe the PCIT program and examine the adaptations
PCIT has undergone to successfully treat at-risk children and their
families.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) recognize the development and maintenance of interpersonal
dynamics which occur within at-risk family systems; 2) describe the
unique ways in which PCIT is suited to alter at-risk parent-child
relationships; 3) identify five outcome research findings from studies with
PCIT.

S-26

S-21

Mending the Wounded Healer: An Ethics Refresher
(GI) Emily DeFrance
Overview: Ethical issues are revisited from the perspective of the
Wounded Healer archetype. Participants will review ethical guidelines
as the basis for sound play therapy practice, based on HIPAA
compliance. Participants are invited to bring questions from selected
cases for discussion.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) discuss ethical guidelines pertinent to the field of
counseling/therapy, 2) discuss ethical guidelines specific to working with
children, 3) identify HIPAA compliance issues, 4) explore the archetype
of the Wounded Healer and experience mending in their own
practices/lives.

Getting Confident for Court: The Play Therapist as an Expert
Witness (GI) Joyce Meagher
Overview: Giving “Expert Witness” testimony is a likely experience you
will have as a play therapist, but training is scarce. In this workshop, you
will learn basics for preparation if subpoenaed, plus tactics to use before
court and on the witness stand.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand your role as an expert witness with your client
and your client’s lawyer, and prevent unnecessary court appearances;
2) know how to respond to a court subpoena; 3) make adequate
preparation of case background material for court; 4) know helpful
behavior and comments to make on the witness stand.

S-27

Not Just for Little Kids: Expressive Play Therapy Techniques
for Adults and Couples
(B) Jannette Sturm-Mexic, Karen Daboval, and David Olguin
Overview: Through experiential learning, this workshop will introduce
attendees to use of expressive play therapy techniques that can be used
with adults and couples. Techniques will include art, music, drama,
movement, dream work, imagery, writing, and narrative.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) understand and identify expressive play therapy techniques to
use with individual adult clients; 2) identify play therapy techniques to
use with groups of adults and couples; 3) understand the power of play
with older populations.

S-28

Skill-Building with the ADHD Child: A Play Therapy Approach
(GI) Daniel Yeager
Overview: Medication is routinely viewed as the treatment of choice for
dealing with the symptoms of ADHD. The latest research shows that
families and teachers report greater satisfaction with medical management
when the treatment also includes behavioral and psychosocial
components. Participants will learn a framework for planning skillcentered interventions, and techniques that will be fun, engaging and
effective.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) become acquainted with the research regarding multimodal
treatment for students with ADHD; 2) learn a framework for planning
skill-centered interventions; 3) learn a variety of effective and easy-toimplement techniques for helping students who display symptoms of
inattentiveness, distractibility, and poor impulse control.

3:15PM - 5:15PM
S-19

S-22

SESSION VI: SECTIONALS S-19 TO S-28

Strengthening the Attachment Bond: Blending Science and
Technique (Advanced Discussion Group)
Paris Goodyear-Brown
Overview: This advanced discussion group will explore neuroscience
research and attachment literature within a larger discussion of best
practices with attachment disordered children. Participants will have the
opportunity to share ideas and techniques which have proven to be
successful for them while looking at which forms of attachment based
play therapy may be most effective for various populations and
treatment settings. A brief clip of a dyadic attachment difficulty will be
shown with open discussion afterwards regarding case
conceptualization and treatment options.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) articulate functional and dysfunctional patterns of
attachment; 2) explore the relationships between brain development
and attachment patterning; 3) discuss the various relational processes
that can improve the attachment bonds between parent and child.
Note: S-22 is an advanced discussion group for RPT and RPT-S only. Limited to 25
participants.

S-23

Play Therapy Activities for the Resistant Child
(GI) Jamie Langley
Overview: This Workshop is designed to explore two types of resistance,
overt and covert, as it relates to clients in play therapy. Specific
activities and techniques will be explored that help overcome either
type of resistance.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) identify two types of resistant clients; 2) implement various
activities and techniques to help overcome obstacles; 3) understand that
there are times when resistance is a necessary defense mechanism that
must be respected.

6:00 PM - 1:00 AM EVENING SHUTTLE LOOP (see back cover for details)
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9
7:30 AM - 8:30 AM

REGISTRATION OPEN

8:00 AM - 3:30 PM

POST-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS

Su-1

Su-2

Unlocking the Child’s Inner World: Introduction to Play Therapy
Principles and Procedures
(GI) Sue Bratton
Overview: Participants will explore the dynamic and therapeutic power
of play within a humanistic, developmental, and relationship-oriented
framework. A strong research-based rationale will be presented in
support of play therapy with a broad range of clients. Essential play
therapy principles and skills will be taught and demonstrated through
video demonstrations and case samples of play sessions.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) list 3 rationales for the therapeutic use of play; 2) state the
overall research findings on the effectiveness of play therapy; 3) discuss
and demonstrate four essential play therapy skills.

Group Play Therapy for Sexually Abused Children
(GI) Eliana Gil
Overview: This workshop will provide information on setting up and
conducting group therapy for sexually abused children, ages 7-10.
Specifically, two different types of group therapy will be discussed,
including the demonstration of three very specific group exercises that
utilize play, art, and sand therapy.
Learning Objectives: Following the workshop the audience should be
able to: 1) describe two play techniques that will be effective in group
therapy work; 2) define three goals of group therapy; 3) identify one
goal of each specific technique.

8:30 AM - 1:00 PM
THE MANY FACES OF NASHVILLE CITY TOUR
(see back cover for details)

GRAND OLE OPRY

Conference Faculty
Jamie Langley, LCSW, RPT-S, The Guidance Center, Murfreesboro, TN
Myra M. Lawrence, PsyD, Shared Vision, Inc., Oak Brook, IL
Cindy Gibbs Lee, LCSW, RPT-S, Family Support & Treatment Center, Orem, UT
Beth Limberg, PhD, RPT-S, River Oak Center for Children, Sacramento, CA
Melissa Luke, MA, Syracuse University, Dewitt, NY
Sandy Magnuson, EdD, RPT-S, University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, CO
Tracy McClung, MEd, University of North Texas, TX
Sharon McGee, LMFT, RPT, Therapeutic Options., Montgomery, AL
Jean McGrath, PhD, UC Davis CAARE Center, Sacramento, CA
Joyce Meagher, LPC, LMFT, RPT-S, Fairfax, VA
Jodi Ann Mullen, PhD, SUNY Oswego, Oswego, NY
Emily Brown Murphrey, MA, Domestic Abuse Project (DAP), Minneapolis, MN
Emily Nicholson, Shared Vision, Inc., Oak Brook, IL
Sarah O’Brien, LICSW, RPT-S, Providence Play Therapy Associates, Providence, RI
Kevin O'Connor, PhD, RPT-S, Cofounder/Board Member Emeritus, APT;
California School of Professional Psych at Alliant Univ, Fresno, CA
Yumiko Ogawa, MEd, LPCi, RPT, Center for Play Therapy, Denton, TX
David Olguin, PhD, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM
Mary Anne Peabody, LCSW, RPT-S, Private Practice, Brunswick, ME
Gerra Perkins, MEd, LPC, NCC, NCSC, University of New Orleans, Livingston, LA
Charles V. Petty, PhD, Founder and President of Family Success Unlimited,
Dee Preston-Dillon, PhD, Center for Culture and Sandplay, College Park, MD
Dee Ray, PhD, RPT-S, Journal Editor, APT; Univ of North Texas, Denton, TX
Robyn Rennie, PhD, RPT-S, Regent University, Virginia Beach, VA
Scott Riviere, MS, RPT-S, KIDZ, Inc, Lake Charles, LA
Jane Robinson, LMHC, RPT, All 'Bout Children, Delray Beach, FL
Roberto Robles, MSW, LCSW, Sacramento, CA
Lawrence Rubin, PhD, RPT-S, St. Thomas University, Miami, FL
Sharon Rugg, LCSW, CT, RPT, Rising Sun Center, Marietta, GA
Amy Runningen, MSW, LGSW, Domestic Abuse Project, Minneapolis, MN
Charles Schaefer, PhD, RPT-S, Cofounder/Board Member Emeritus, APT;
Fairleigh Dickinson Univ, Teaneck, NJ
John Seymour, PhD, RPT-S, Minnesota State University, Mankato, MN
Janine Shelby, PhD, BCETS, RPT-S, UCLA/National Center for Child Traumatic Stress,
Santa Monica, CA
Christine Siegel, PhD, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA
Marilyn S. Snow, PhD, RPT-S, University of Mississippi, University, MS
Caroline Mashburn Solis, EdS, Henry Cnty Public Schls, Stone Mountain, GA
Misty Solt, PhD, RPT-S, Child & Family Counseling Center, Frisco, TX
Judy Spinney, MSW, RPT-S, St. Clare's Hospital, Boonton, NJ
Trudy Post Sprunk, LMFT, RPT-S, Tucker Ctr for Personal Growth, Duluth, GA
LeAnne Steen, PhD,Loyola University New Orleans,LA.
Anne Stewart, PhD, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA
Jessica Stone, PhD, RPT, Santa Rosa, CA
Jannette Sturm-Mexic, MEd, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA
Daniel Sweeney, PhD, RPT-S, North West Center for Play Therapy Studies/
George Fox University, Portland, OR
Raymond Traube, MD, Neuchatel, SWITZERLAND
Robyn Trippany, EdD, RPT-S, Troy University, Montgomery, AL
Anthony Urquiza, PhD, UC Davis CAARE Center, Sacramento, CA
Rory Weinstein, BA, Flushing, NY
Herbert Wettig, Dipl. Psych., Theraplay Institut, Leonberg, GERMANY
JoAnna White, EdD, RPT-S, Georgie State University, Atlanta, GA
Lorri Yasenik, MSW, Rocky Mountain Play Therapy Inst, Calgary, AB, CANADA
Marcie Yeager, MSW, RPT-S, Yeager & Yeager, Lafayette, LA
Daniel Yeager, MSW, RPT-S, Yeager & Yeager, Lafayette, LA
Nancy Zebell, PhD, UC Davis CAARE Center, Sacramento, CA

Jeff Ashby, PhD, ABPP, Georgia State Univ, Atlanta, GA
Jennifer Baggerly, PhD, RPT-S, University of South Florida Tampa, FL
Helen Benedict, PhD, RPT-S, Baylor University Dept of Psychology, Waco, TX
Brenda Bierdeman, PsyD, Albion, NY
David Bond, MSW, St. Francis Medical Center, Lynwood, CA
Nancy Riedel Bowers, PhD, RPT-S, Wilfrid Laurier Univ, ON, CANADA
Sue Bratton, PhD, RPT-S, Board Member, APT; Director, CPT, Denton, TX
Carol Brennan, PhD, RPT-S, Private Practice, Corrales, NM
Stephanie Brooke, PhD, Lakeville, NY
Kristy Brumfield, MHS, New Orleans, LA
Karla Carmichael, PhD, RPT-S, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL
Ruth Ouzts Cash, PhD, DeSoto Family Counseling Center, Southhaven, MS
W. Barry Chaloner, MEd, Center for Early Intervention, Durango CO
Kristin P. Condon, PsyD, Shared Vision, Inc., Oak Brook, IL
Janet Courtney, LCSW, RPT-S, Private Practice, Palm Beach Gardens, FL
David Crenshaw, PhD, RPT-S, Rhinebeck Child & Family Ctr, Rhinebeck, NY
Karen Daboval, MEd, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA
Gisela Schubach DeDomenico, PhD, RPT-S, Vision Quest Oakland, CA
Emily DeFrance, PhD, RPT-S, Sam Houston State University, Houston, TX
Kay Draper, PhD, Atlanta, GA
Athena A. Drewes, PsyD, RPT-S, Board Member, APT; Astor Home for Children,
Poughkeepsie, NY
Natalya Ann Edwards, MS, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA
S. Auguste Elliott, MA, East Calais, VT
Erika D. Felix, PhD, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA
Ulrike Franke, MA, RPT-S, CTT-T/SLP Phoniatrisch-Paedaudiologisches
Zeutium, Heidelberg, GERMANY
Diane Frey, PhD, RPT-S, Wright State University, Dayton, OH
Sandra Frick-Helms, PhD, RPT-S, Columbia, SC
Ken Gardner, MSc, Rocky Mountain Play Therapy Inst, Calgary, AB, CANADA
Yvonne Garza, PhD, RPT, Sam Houston State Universtity, Huntsville, TX
Eliana Gil, PhD, RPT-S, Inova Kellar Center, Fairfax, VA
Hilda Glazer, EdD, RPT-S, Private Practice, Bexley, OH
Teresa Glatthorn, PsyD, RPT-S, Philadelphia Youth Advocates, PA
Paris Goodyear-Brown, LCSW, RPT-S, Paris and Me, Inc., Nashville, TN
Roxanne Grobbel, MSW, All ‘Bout Children, Boca Raton, FL
Louise Guerney, PhD, RPT-S, Board Member Emeritus, APT; National Institute
of Relationship Enhancement, Bethesda, MD
Sarah Hamil, LCSW, RPT, ATR-BC, Youth Enrichment Services, Jackson, TN
Kathrin Hartmann, PhD, RPT-S, Eastern Virginia Medical School, Norfolk, VA
Heather Helm, PhD, RPT, University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, CO
C. Curtis Holmes, PhD, Private Practice, Warner Robins, GA
Linda Homeyer, PhD, RPT-S, Board Member, APT; Texas State University,
Canyon Lake, TX
Linda B. Hunter, PhD, RPT-S, Assoc for Community Cnslng, Palm Beach, FL
William Jenkins, PhD, RPT-S, Scottsdale, AZ
Jane Johnson, LCSW, RPT-S, Fort Collins, CO
Sueann Kenney-Noziska, MSW, LCSW, RPT-S, Temecula, CA
Theresa Kestly, PhD, RPT-S, Sand Tray Training Inst of NM, Corrales, NM
Frank H. Kirchner, MD, Eastern Virginia Medical School, Norfolk, VA
Dan Kirkland, MS,LPC-S, RPT, Kirkland Clinical Associates, Richardson, TX
MaryBeth Knowlton, BS, SUNY Oswego, Oswego, NY
Terry Kottman, PhD, RPT-S, The Encouragement Zone, Cedar Falls, IA
Larry Krause, LCSW, RPT-S, Family Support and Treatment Center, Orem, UT
Teri V. Krull, MSW, CISW, RPT-S, Center for Positive Regard, Chandler, AZ
Garry Landreth, EdD, RPT-S, Board Member Emeritus, APT; Center for Play
Therapy, Univ of North Texas, Denton, TX
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Conference Details and Fees
Register on-line, by mail, or by fax

Register now at the early discount rate. Complete and return the
form on the inside back cover along with your payment.
Registrations will not be accepted at the APT office after
September 26th due to the office closing and staff traveling to
conference site. If you would like to register after September 26th,
you must do so on-site, and pay the on-site fee. APT cannot
guarantee that all workshops will have space available.

Receive immediate confirmation of your sectional choices by
registering on-line at www.a4pt.org
Mail your completed registration form and payment (payable to APT) to:
Association for Play Therapy
2060 N. Winery Ave., # 102
Fresno, CA 93703
Fax your completed registration form to APT at 559/252-2297.
Include your credit card payment information (VISA or MasterCard
only). Registrations will not be processed without payment.

Workshop and Registration Information
Sectional Levels
The following criteria may be helpful to registrants in
identifying their own skill level and choosing sectionals
to meet their academic needs. The levels are noted in the
descriptions of each sectional.
B–Basics: foundations sectionals which all play therapists
need in order to practice play therapy responsibly, e.g.
ethics, basic theories, and choosing materials for playroom.
GI–General Interest: sectionals for participants who have
a good foundation in play therapy whether they are early
in their career or veterans.
A–Advanced: sectionals for participants who have
received 100 or more hours of play therapy training.

Cancellation Policy
Registration cancellations must be made in writing. A refund of the
registration fee only will be made if received or postmarked by
September 1, 2005, minus an administrative charge of $50. No
refunds will be made after September 1, 2005 as guarantees are
made for your participation which are non-refundable to APT.
Refunds will not be made to participants who register, but do not
attend. Registrations may be transferred to another person without
penalty upon notification to APT by the original registrant. APT
reserves the right to cancel this conference in event of unforeseen
circumstances. In such an event an attempt will be made to notify
registrants at least 10 calendar days prior to the conference and the
full registration fee will be returned. In all instances, APT's liability
is limited to refund of registration fees only.

DG–Advanced Discussion Groups: sectionals for RPT's
and RPT-S's only. Limited to 25 participants.
Two-part Sectionals
Sectionals F-14 thru F-18 on Friday are 4-hour sessions.
They are made up of two, 2-hour sectionals. You must
attend both sections, for a total of four hours.
Handouts
Each attendee will receive a “Handout Booklet” which
contains all handouts for the conference. Handouts may
not be included in the “Handout Booklet” if authorization
was not granted by the presenter.
ADA 504
If you require special accommodations as defined by ADA
504, your registration must be received by Sept. 1, 2005.
Stress Management
Participants may occasionally find the content of any
given session stressful, in that event please contact the
primary presenter to discuss your concerns.

Hotel Accommodations
Opryland Hotel
2802 Opryland Drive
Nashville, Tennessee 37214
Reservations
888/777-6779
Room Rates
Standard single/double is $159
Deadline for Hotel Reservations
Friday, September 2, 2005
Reservations must be made directly with Hotel. Mention that you
are attending the Association for Play Therapy Conference to
receive the conference room rate.
From the moment you enter Opryland Hotel, you will be
surrounded with southern charm, lavish gardens and exciting dining
and entertainment. Opryland is a complete full-service hotel with
ten restaurants and cafés, five lounges and more shopping under
one roof than you have ever experienced! A well-staffed concierge
is available to help make your stay perfect.
If you are looking for a roommate, you may post your request on
the APT website Community Forum at ww.a4pt.org. This service is
only available for those who are staying at the Opryland Hotel.

Workshop Fees and Discounts
Pre- and Post-Conference Seminars
October 4, 5, 6, & 9, 2005
$135/section 8:00-3:30 (after Sept. 1: $155; after Sept. 26 or on site–$180)
2-Hour Pre-Conference Seminars
Oct. 7 & 8, 2005
$45/section 4:30-6:30 (after Sept. 1: $50; after Sept. 26 or on-site: $55)
Conference, Oct. 7 & 8, 2005
APT Member: $235 (after Sept. 1: $285; after Sept. 26 or on- site: $310)
Non-Member: $350 (after Sept. 1: $400; after Sept. 26 or on- site: $440)
Join APT online and get the member rate. Check us out at
www.a4pt.org, fill out and return the membership form
with separate payment.

Accompanying Guest Information
Planning to bring a guest? Opryland offers many activities for
spouses and guests, including a new full service spa, heated pool,
shopping within walking distance, not to mention within the hotel.
A shuttle is available to help you tour the downtown area––stop by
concierge for more information.
For a nominal fee your guest may join you at the opening reception,
shop the APT Exhibit Hall, attend the Annual Business Meeting and
enjoy the daily refreshment networking opportunities. An official
APT badge will be provided for your guest.

Discount for Students
Full-time graduate students may take a $50 discount on total
registration fees. A letter from their department head certifying
student status must accompany registration.

Registrations not received by September 26th
must register on site and pay on-site fees.
Your conference registration for Friday and Saturday includes:
 Opening Reception (Thursday evening)
 Handout binder and final program
 Admission to all workshops, poster sessions, and Keynote
 Daily refreshment networking opportunities
 APT Annual Business Meeting
 Admission to the APT Exhibit Hall
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Transportation Information

Continuing Education

The 22nd Annual Association for Play Therapy International
Conference has arranged with Helen Williams of Lewis Travel to
assist you with your travel plans and car rental. For travel ticketed at
least 30 days before the meeting, a discount of 5% on American
Airlines applies. Use Star file #A19H5AH when making reservations.
Should other airlines offer lower fares at the time you make your
arrangements, you will be advised those rates. A service charge of
$35 is added for each ticket. Please call Helen Williams at 800-350-1872
or e-mail hwilliams@lewistravel.com and identify yourself as an
APT meeting attendee. Please have the following information
available: your name, dates of travel, originating airport, telephone
contact, e-mail address, fax contact, mailing address, seat
assignment preference, and frequent flyer numbers.

The 22nd Annual Conference is co-sponsored by The Association
for Play Therapy and The Institute for Continuing Education.
Continuing education credit and certificates of attendance are
offered as listed. Continuing education credit is awarded on a
session-by session basis, with full attendance required for each
session attended. Representatives from The Institute will be on site
to accept applications for continuing education credit and
certificates of attendance and to assist Conference attendees. The
processing fee is $25.00 on site per person and may be included in
the registration fee by checking the appropriate box. The
Conference offers a total of 38.00 continuing education contact
hours. If you have questions regarding continuing education or
certificates of attendance, please call The Institute: 251-990-5030; FAX:
251-990-2665; e-mail: instconted@aol.com

Airport to Hotel
Opryland Shuttle runs from 5:30am through 11:00pm every 30
minutes. Round trip cost is $23, one-way is $16. Taxis are available
for $25 each way.

Continuing Education Contact Hours Offered by Day:
Tuesday, 10/4 - 5.5 hrs.
Wednesday, 10/5 - 7.50 hrs. (includes evening workshops)
Thursday, 10/6 - 7.50 hrs. (includes evening workshops)
Friday, 10/7 - 6.00 hrs.
Saturday, 10/8 - 6.00 hrs.
Sunday, 10/9 - 5.5 hrs.

APT Exhibit Hall
The APT Exhibit Hall is the hub of it all! You will find the latest in
therapeutic toys, books, videos, products and APT logo sportswear.
With over 50 exhibit booths, you are sure to find just what you are
looking for!
For information on Exhibiting at the APT Conference, contact
Kathryn Lebby at klebby@a4pt.org or 559/252-2289.

Psychology: The Institute for Continuing Education is approved by
the American Psychological Association to offer continuing
education for psychologists. The Institute for Continuing Education
maintains responsibility for the program.
Counseling: The Institute for Continuing Education is an organization recognized by the National Board for Certified Counselors to
offer continuing education for national certified counselors. The
Institute for Continuing Education adheres to NBCC continuing
education guidelines. NBCC Provider No. 5643.

Session Audiotapes
Each attendee will receive one complimentary tape with paid
registration. Audio Archives & Duplicators, Inc., will be recording
many of the conference sessions on audio cassettes & audio CD’s.
The cassettes will be available approximately 20 minutes after each
session conclusion. The audio CD’s will be available via mail postconference. Visit the Audio Archives sales desk in the APT Exhibit
Hall for information and costs.

Social Work: The Institute for Continuing Education is approved as a
provider for social work continuing education by the Association of
Social Work Boards (ASWB), through its Approved Continuing
Education program (ACE). The Institute for Continuing maintains
responsibility for the program. Licensed social workers should
contact their individual state jurisdiction to review current
continuing education requirements for licensure renewal. ASWB
Provider No. 1007.
Ill Dept. Professional Regulation: License No. 159-000606
Ohio Counselor and Social Work Board: Provider No. RCS 030001
California Board Behavioral Sciences: Provider PCE 636
Florida Dept. of Health: Provider BAP 255
Alabama: The Institute is an approved provider by the AL Board of
Social Work Examiners.

Conference Attire and Local Weather
Due to individual temperature preferences, it is recommended that
you bring a light sweater with you to the conference as room
temperatures will vary.
Average Early October temperature is:
High 71° / Low 49°
Nashville is in the North American Central Time Zone

Business Meetings

Marriage/Family Therapy: The Institute for Continuing Education is
an organization recognized by most state boards of marriage/family
therapy to offer continuing education for licensed marriage/family
therapists.

Several business meetings will be held by the Association for Play
Therapy, the Foundation for Play Therapy, committees, and
chartered branches. These meetings are typically conducted during
breakfast, lunch, and dinner periods. You are invited to attend any of
the meetings listed below.

Play Therapy: The Institute for Continuing Education is approved by
the Association for Play Therapy to offer continuing education
specific to play therapy. The Institute for Continuing Education
maintains responsibility for the program. Provider No. 98-040.

Thursday, October 6, 2005
10:00am–12 noon Playroom Ribbon-Cutting
Saturday, October 8, 2005
12:15pm–1:00pm Journal Forum
12:15pm–1:00pm RPT/S Forum
12:15pm–1:00pm Student Research Forum
1:45pm–3:00pm Syllabus Forum (RPT/S)

Nursing: The Institute for Continuing Education is accredited as a
provider of continuing education in nursing by the Alabama Board
of Nursing (Provider No. 1124), and the California Board of Nursing
(Provider No. CEP 12646). Nurses should check with their state
board to determine if credit issued through the Alabama/California
boards of nursing are acceptable for credit by their state board.
Drug/Alcohol: The Institute for Continuing Education is approved
by the National Association of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Counselors
(NAADAC) to provide continuing education for alcohol and drug
abuse counselors. NAADAC Provider No. 000243.
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Registration
Registrations will not be processed without payment.
APT accepts VISA, MC, money orders and checks
drawn on US funds accounts payable to: APT.
On-line:
Receive immediate confirmation of your
sectional choices by registering on-line at
www.a4pt.org

Registration Form

23rd Annual APT International Conference

Please print clearly

Name:________________________________________ Agency:_____________________________
Mailing address:____________________________________________________________________
City:__________________________State:_________Country:_________________Zip:___________
Phone:(W)_____________________(H)___________________Email:_________________________

Fax to:

Pre-Conference Workshops, October 4-6, 2005

559/252-2297

Tuesday, Oct. 4
Wednesday, Oct. 5

If faxing, be sure to include your credit card
payment information!
Mail to:

Thursday, Oct. 6

2005 Conference
Association for Play Therapy
2060 N. Winery Ave., # 102
Fresno, CA 93703 USA

Questions
Contact APT - Tel 559/252-2278, Fax 559/252-2297,
or Email: info@a4pt.org. APT does not take
registrations by phone.

Cancellation Policy
Registration cancellations must be made in
writing. A refund of the registration fee only
will be made if received or postmarked by
September 1, 2005, minus an administrative
charge of $50. No refunds will be made after
September 1, 2005 as guarantees are made for
your participation which are non-refundable to
APT. Refunds will not be made to participants
who register, but do not attend. Registrations
may be transferred to another person without
penalty upon notification to APT by the
original registrant. APT reserves the right to
cancel this conference in event of unforeseen
circumstances. In such an event an attempt
will be made to notify registrants at least 10
calendar days prior to the conference and the
full registration fee will be returned. In all
instances, APT's liability is limited to refund of
registration fees only.

Confirmation Letters
Confirmation letters are sent electronically.

Promotions
To stimulate registrations, APT may offer
promotional incentives in its semi-monthly
e-Bulletins to members prior to the Sep. 1,
2005 registration deadline. Also consult the APT
website, www.a4pt.org.

Families & Friends
Family and friends will enjoy the many
attractions of the Opryland Hotel in Nashville,
Tennessee. The $20 guest registration option
entitles them to attend the Thursday general
reception, Friday keynote, and Saturday annual
meeting.

8:00 am – 3:30 pm (Tu1-Tu4)
8:00 am – 3:30 pm (W1-W4)
4:30 pm – 6:30 pm (W5-W6)
8:00 am – 3:30 pm (Th1-Th4)
4:30 pm – 6:30 pm (Th5-Th8)

1st
________
________
________
________
________

2nd
________
________
________
________
________

3rd
________
________
________
________
________

Conference, October 7-8, 2005
Assignment is based on availability at time of registration and payment. Indicate three (3)
choices for each time block.
Friday, Oct. 7

1st
8:00 am –10:00 am (F1-F8)
________
1:30 pm – 3:30 pm (F9-F18)
________
4:15 pm – 6:15 pm (F14b-F23) ________

2nd
________
________
________

3rd
________
________
________

10:00 am –12:00 pm (S1-S8)
________
12:15 pm – 1:00 pm (NC1-NC3) ________
1:30 pm – 2:30 pm (S9-S18)
________
3:15 pm – 5:15 pm (S19-S28) ________

________
________
________
________

________
________
________
________

________

________

$135/daily ($155 after Sept. 1; $180 on site)
$ 45
($ 50 after Sept. 1; $ 55 on site)
$ 45
($ 50 after Sept. 1; $ 55 on site)
$235
($285 after Sept. 1; $310 on site)
$350
($400 after Sept. 1; $440 on site)
$135/daily ($155 after Sept. 1; $180 on site)
$ 20 Name of Guest:_______________________
$ 20
($ 25 on site)
$ 10
$ 50 (letter required)

$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________

Saturday, Oct. 8

Post-Conference Workshops, October 9, 2005
Sunday, Oct. 9
8:00 am – 3:30 am (Su1-Su2)

Fees

(all fees listed are in US dollars)

Pre-Conference Seminars:
Wednesday 2-hour Pre-Conference:
Thursday 2-hour Pre-Conference:
Conference, Oct. 7-8: APT member:
Non-APT Member:
Post-Conference Workshops:
Guest Registration:
Fee:
Continuing Ed Credit & Certificate
Purchase Order Processing
Fee:
Full-time Student:
Deduct

Additional Conference Activities (see back cover):
An Evening at the Grand Ole Opry (Friday Night 10/7):
Evening Shuttle Loop (Saturday 10/8):
Many Faces of Nashville Tour (Sunday 10/9):

$55 ($65 on site)
$10 ($15 on site)
$55 ($65 on site)

$_________
$_________
$_________

Total Due (U.S. funds)

$_________

I have read and agree to abide by the printed cancellation policy, and all other organizational
policies printed in this brochure: ______________________________________________________
(signature required to process registration)

Method of Payment Payment must accompany registration.
______Check enclosed (payable to APT)
Please charge my: _____Visa or _____ MasterCard
Card #_______________________________________________ Exp. Date:____________________
Signature __________________________________________________________________________
______I have a disability for which I need accommodation as defined by ADA/504. Please
contact the APT office directly, before September 1, 2005 to make arrangements.

Conference Brochure &
Registration Form
38 Hours of Continuing
Education Credit Available to
Mental Health Professionals!
22nd Annual
Association for Play Therapy
International Conference
Pre-Conference – October 4-6
Conference – October 7-8
Post-Conference – October 9
Opryland Hotel
Nashville, Tennessee

October 8 Keynote Speaker
Dr. Charles Petty

AN EVENING AT THE GRAND OLE OPRY
Friday, October 7, 2005, 7:00pm – 10:15pm
See the show that put the "Music" in "Music City, USA!" Since its first broadcast in 1925, millions of fans
have been captivated by the music and the magic of country music's show of shows, making the Grand Ole
Opry an American Institution. Space is limited.
Note: Performers will be announced on the Friday morning before the week-end shows.
Price Per Person: $55 / $65 on site (includes transportation)

NASHVILLE EVENING SHUTTLE LOOP
Saturday, October 8, 2005, 6:00pm – 1:00am
See the heart of Nashville at your own pace! A private motorcoach for APT conference attendees will make
a continuous loop from Opryland to downtown Nashville, stopping at Opry Mills Mall along the way. See
the famous Wildhorse Salon, dine at a local steakhouse and still have time for shopping. No trip to
Nashville would be complete without a visit to Music Row––the home to true Nashville talent and nightlife.
Pay one fee for an entire evening's transportation. The motorcoach will arrive at the hotel for pick-up and
drop-off approximately every 45 minutes. The last pick-up from downtown will be at 12:30am.
Price Per Person: $10 / $15 on site.

THE MANY FACES OF NASHVILLE
Sunday, October 9, 2005, 9:00am – 1:00pm

Founder and President of
Family Success Unlimited

On this exciting tour you will get to look at the many faces which make up Music City, USA. A driving tour
through historic downtown and Music Row paves the way to your first stop at the historic Ryman
Auditorium, also known as the "original Grand Ole Opry". But don't get too comfortable, the Country Music
Hall of Fame awaits your arrival. The crown jewel of Nashville provides you with an in-depth look at the
people, places, instruments and emotions that have contributed to the creation of country music.
Price Per Person: $55 / $65 on site (includes entry to Ryman & Hall of Fame)
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